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Your picks for 2010’s hottie, live act,
trendsetter, go-getter and more
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Amalia Lazarakis,
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Subsoil
This year’s St. Patrick’s Day parade bordered on miserable. It was
windy and rainy, and the temperature peaked at just above 60 degrees
(though it felt a lot colder). However, inside Pearl on East Avenue, there
was a heat wave going on.
With a microphone in hand, Subsoil emcee Mooney Faugh (above, at
left) stood in the club’s front window and ﬁred off a barrage of lyrical
metaphors to a crowd that wasn’t nearly big enough. That’s OK it didn’t
stop Faugh and his band mates from giving it everything that had.
Since forming in 2005, Subsoil has always fallen slightly below the
mainstream radar. But that’s where the band has found a solid and thriving home. The group is Rochester’s very own version of The Roots — a
hip-hop band committed to substance over style that does its best work
in a live setting.
At the forefront are two very different lyricists. Faugh is the bigger of the
two, both in stature and delivery. And his words carry the weight. While
Faugh puts his entire body behind every line he spits, his counterpart Laz
Green (above, at right) lets the wit of his lyrics do most of the work. As
the more traditional hip-hop artist of the two, Green’s strong stage presence comes from a laid-back swagger and the ferocity of his metaphors.
The two rhyme-sayers may be front and center, but Subsoil is indeed a band, from Ted Ladwig’s subtle keys and
Craig Olivas’ smooth bass playing, to Jay Priest’s energetic
drumming and Dan Keller’s hypnotic sax. Subsoil has been
one of the best live acts in town for years, whether you
knew it or not.
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Hottie of the Year
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couple things hit me recently while watching Barbara
Walters’ 10 Most Fascinating People of 2010. First, why the
heck was Jennifer Lopez on there? Second, what a wonderfully unusual year it’s been.
Here you have the 10 people (nine if you don’t count J.Lo) who
rocked our world in 2010, and their ages range from 16 (Justin Bieber) to 88 (Betty White). Mixed in between: everyone from Sarah Palin
to the cast of Jersey Shore.
To me, Rochester has always had the same kind of interesting mix.
There are different kinds of people thrown together who are just trying make it through harsh winters, drunken summers and horrible
sports seasons.
In 2010, there were a variety of people making moves, creating
great music or just trying to have a good time. We asked you to vote
for the ones who fascinated you the most:
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Live Act of the Year

Random Guy
of the Year

Tweep of the Year:
Matthew Ray
File photo

‘Phil, the Mustache Man’
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After much speculation and failed research, we have
decided to go ahead and name the mystery man who is
our Random Guy of the Year. “Phil, the Mustache Man”
captured our hearts and truly embodies what it means to
be a Random Guy. Though, we still don’t know exactly
who he is, the event where he’s pictured, or whether the
people he’s standing behind actually know him.
For those of you unfamiliar with what a Random Guy
is, he (or she) is that person at the bar, festival, concert,
etc. who manages to make his way into a photo he has
no business being in.
To help you avoid being the victim of a Random Guy,
we’ve put together a list of traits he’s likely to possess.
Some of this info will help you spot him before a photo is
taken; the other stuff may help you recognize the Random Guy in you:
● He doesn’t mind going to the club alone or, better yet,
latching onto a group of people he’s never met.
● He owns a bad Matthew McConaughey movie: Sahara,
Failure to Launch, Fool’s Gold — plenty to choose from.
● He’s a Buffalo Bills fan.
● He pops his collar, but only when someone is looking.
● He still uses the phrase “O’Doyle rules!”

— didn’t think it was for me & went on
hiatus for 5 mo’s; then I read more
about mktg. beneﬁts & met locals
How did you get involved in organizing the Twestival?
NYC ppl were talking on it for a few
wks; I loved the idea; when they
opened it up to other cities I ﬁgured
#ROC should join; 1ClickLater.
If you could trade Twitter proﬁles
with anyone in the world, who would it
be?
I don’t know about trading Twitter
proﬁles, but being able to post tweets
from around the world is a proﬁle I
would like to have one day.
What other user do you interact/
tweet with the most on Twitter?

Currently, @rpulvino — I’m on his
fantasy hockey league this season (I’m
in dead last). First fantasy team I’ve
done... I think I see why :)
Have you ever posted a tweet that
you later regretted?
Of course, Troy. I learned pretty
quick to put my phone away during/
after a night out at the bar; much like
drunk texting, just to the world
What is the funniest thing you’ve
ever seen on Twitter?
When @emiltsch posted a pic of him
& I at the disco lounge at @NxtDoor
BarGrill & said it was @pauley’s living
room http://twitpic.com/23udo7
Give me a sample tweet of what you
would send to Justin Bieber if you had
to send him a tweet.
[British accent] Weren’t you in that
Harry Potter movie? Can you teach me
to play Quidditch... Muggle style?
(Sorry, didn’t read your books)
What do you think is the
most underused aspect of
Twitter?
Everyone has different
uses. It could be lack of lists,
being local, #hashtag convos, or actual @ conversation. The DM makes txting
obsolete
What do you think the
future of Twitter is?
Local!! And getting there
already; Many groups have
taken online convos to
face-to-face meetups this yr
@RocBeer @SMC_Roch
ester 2 name a few.

● He thinks Wilmer Valderrama is cool.
● He still gives high ﬁves and calls his best friends “Broham.”
● He knows the entire ﬁrst verse to Chamillionaire’s
“Ridin’ Dirty.”
● He uses the phrase “poppin’ bottles,” even though he’s
never actually popped a bottle.
● He drives a Honda Accord.

an
Will Yurm
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● He dresses like one of the characters from the Nickelodeon show Doug.

It’s ﬁtting that Rochester resident
@MatthewRay is our Tweep of the Year.
He was responsible for 2010’s biggest
local event based around Twitter. This
past March, Ray served as organizer
for Rochester’s Twestival, in which
local Twitter users gather to raise
money for charity.
When he’s not tweeting, the 26-yearold works as social media/digital
marketing specialist at @Global Crossing, which probably means he’s tweeting while he works. The position didn’t
exist at the company until Ray convinced his bosses of the importance of
social media.
To honor him as Tweep of the Year,
we asked Ray 10 questions and made
him answer them Twitter-style, which
he was able to do. Much respect.
I know it has to do with your job, but
why do you tweet?
I learn something new every day.
Whether it’s a new productivity tool,
local events or global news — it’s all
right there, and I control it.
When did you ﬁrst start using Twitter?
@Dan_Agnew introduced it Mar 08

Trendsetters
of the Year

&

Ashley Cellura
Eliza Sullivan

From left, Eliza Sullivan and Ashley
Cellura are EvenOdd Creative.
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Rochester residents Eliza Sullivan, left, and Ashley
Cellura’s design business, EvenOdd Creative, began
with the most basic of concepts.
“We knew we wanted to do something,” says Sullivan. “We just didn’t know what.”
That was early 2009, when the two were looking to
start their own company. By spring, they launched
EvenOdd, which specializes in custom handbags and
accessories. Now the company has reached the point
where people are starting to take notice.
“I just think that people like what we’re doing,” says
Cellura of winning Trendsetter of the Year. “They get
to see behind the scenes and see what we are, and
how we’re doing it.”
Through blog posts and photos on EvenOdd’s
website (www.evenoddcreative.com), people can
follow the process by which Cellura and Sullivan
create each bag. Everything is do-it-yourself with the
two working out of their home in the South Wedge.
Every one of their bags is handcrafted from recyclable
materials — vinyl billboards and signs, bike and
tractor inner tubes — and never duplicated. Cellura
and Sullivan handle everything — design, sales and
marketing. Their biggest promotional tool involves
them just wearing the bags on their shoulders everywhere they go.
However, with more exposure, things may be
changing. EvenOdd has made headway at local craft
shows, and the bags are now available at local stores
such as Thread. In 2011, the next step could involve
taking on extra employees or maybe even a shop or
ofﬁce.
“We always want to have our hands in each piece,”
Cellura says. “Doing everything ourselves was good at
the beginning, but now we need to move forward so
we can build a bigger brand.”

Party of the Year: The
Return of Ludachrist
(June 18 at Pearl)
When it came time to nominate ﬁve events for Party of
the Year, one was a no-brainer. Los Angeles DJ duo Ludachrist’s return to Pearl stood out, not just because it was
an insane party, but it also had special signiﬁcance for
Party Starters of the Year, RIPROC. The event itself was
wild, with opening acts Subsoil and The Manhattan Project serving as the perfect appetizer for the full course
that was Ludachrist. The DJ duo features Rochester
native Jake Stanczak, who founded RIPROC with Pat
Gaffney back in 2007. There was something special about
seeing an integral ﬁgure from the events company’s roots
helping put on one of its biggest shows to date. When we
called Gaffney to tell him the Ludachrist show had been
nominated for “Party of the Year” he had just one response: “Hell, yeah it was!”
Mike Hanlon
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Concert of the Year: Snoop Dogg (April 10 at RIT)
He’s almost 40 years old, yet you’d be
hard-pressed to ﬁnd a musician better suited
to connect to a bunch of 20-somethings than
Snoop Dogg.
It’d been 10 years since Snoop hit the
stage in Rochester (his last performance
here was during the 2000 Up in Smoke
Tour). But from the moment he Crip-walked
out to “The Next Episode,” it was clear that
the hip-hop legend hadn’t lost his touch.
The fact that he rolled out old-school
phrases like “Throw your hands in the air”
and “Somebody scream” only highlighted
the fact that Snoop had to do very little to get
the crowd ﬁred up. In fact, the show’s loudest
moment came when the music stopped.
“I gotta ask y’all a question real quick,”
Snoop proclaimed before inquiring whether
audience members liked to “smoke weed,”
“get drunk” and have sex (he used a much
more colorful phrase for that last one).
“Then let me give y’all something you can
smoke weed, get drunk and [have sex] to …”
As the opening chords of “Gin and Juice”
rang out, the crowd erupted. Snoop still
makes everything seem so effortless.
Rich Paprocki

Party Starter(s)
of the Year:

RIPROC

Rich Paprocki
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RIPROC’s Pat Gaffney was instrumental
in bringing Chiddy Bang and Hot Pink
Delorean, among other hot acts, to
town in 2010.

Your selection for Party Starters of the Year, Pat
Gaffney and Chris Collins, certainly put their stamp
on the 2010 local nightlife. As the men behind
RIPROC, the duo threw some of the biggest
parties in town. Here are a few of the standouts.
Sock Hop (April 29 at Dub Land Underground)
It’s hard to imagine anyone other than RIPROC pulling off a high-energy sock hop. This
year’s event featured nearly a dozen national
and local DJs taking turns on four turntables.
CHRIS COLLINS
Pretty Lights with Chiddy Bang (June 2
at Water Street Music Hall)
One of RIPROC’s best qualities is its willingness to bring in different
kinds of acts. In June, Gaffney and Collins brought Colorado electronic
artist Pretty Lights, whose amazing lights show boggles the mind, to
Water Street. The opening act was Philadelphia hip-hop duo Chiddy
Bang, a band that has since been featured on MTV and the pages of
Spin magazine.
Hot Pink Delorean (March 12 at Pearl)
RIPROC’s big March event may have been headlined by Cambridge,
Mass., electro-phenom Hot Pink Delorean, but the event also featured
great performances from The Manhattan Project and DJ Eskei83. Still, by
the end of the night, everything was pink, from the clothes to the lights,
as Delorean had hands reaching for the sky all night long.
Halloween Weekend (Oct. 28, 29 and 30 at Water Street
Music Hall, One Restaurant & Lounge and Dub Land Underground)
RIPROC’s annual Monster Mash-Up is always a highlight. But this year, for the fourth installment of the
Halloween bash held on Oct. 30 at Water Street,
Gaffney and Collins injected the Monster MashUp with steroids. Not only did the event take
place at its biggest venue yet, it headlined an
entire weekend of madness as well. RIPROC also threw parties at One Restaurant & Lounge on Oct. 29 (featuring
Los Angeles DJs Kill The Noise and
Computer Club) and Dub Land
Underground with Atlanta hip-hop
artist Donnis.

Go-Getter of the Year

Pandora Boxx
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Sometimes what you see on
reality television is actually real.
Case in point: During the opening
scene of Season 2 of RuPaul’s Drag
Race, a group of star-struck drag
queens sit in a room as RuPaul
walks in. And, as one local resident
can attest, the look of adulation on
the drag queens’ faces is as real as
it gets.
“That’s when it really hit me: I’m
on this show,” says Rochester’s
Michael Steck, aka Pandora Boxx, a
standout contestant on the Logo TV
show that aired this past February.
Steck tried out for the ﬁrst season
of Drag Race, which aired in 2008,
but didn’t make the ﬁnal cut. Making the show the second time
around proved to be a blessing.
Logo made Drag Race its ﬂagship
series in 2010, with crazier competitions, bigger guest stars and a lot of
promotion.
And Steck certainly took advantage by giving the world a taste
of Pandora — the lip-synching,
Britney Spears-impersonating drag
queen whose legs probably look
better than your girlfriend’s.
“The show totally changed my
life,” says Steck, who placed ﬁfth
after being eliminated during the
Season 2’s 10th episode.
By that point, however, the impression had been made.
Upon Steck’s departure from the
show, Entertainment Weekly posted
on its website, “Pandora Boxx, in
our hearts you are America’s Next
Drag Superstar ... even if RuPaul
doesn’t think so.”
In fact, Steck says Logo was
ﬂooded by so many angry e-mails, the channel came up with a formal letter to let fans know
that Pandora would be seen on Logo again, soon. Steck went on to appear on RuPaul’s Drag U,
which premiered in July, and host the One Night Stand Up: Dragtastic comedy show in August
in New York City, which will air on Logo in January.
Since appearing on Drag Race, Steck says he’s done shows as Pandora in 50 cities and hopes
to land his own TV show one day.
“I really want to do more things of my own and maybe even move to New York City or L.A.
eventually,” he says. “When I tried out for the show I was looking for a sign to show me I should
keep doing drag and that I was on the right path. This was it.”

Music Artist
of the Year:

Nevergreen
Local progressive-rock/reggae act Nevergreen has
never had trouble ﬁlling seats. The band drew some of
the biggest crowds at this year’s at East End Festival and
Boulder Fest, even though it didn’t headline either event.
“Our fans are awesome and have supported us like
crazy,” says frontwoman Sara Passamonte. “It’s unreal to
see our people religiously coming out to shows, and
always with their game faces on.”
But 2010 will go down as the year Nevergreen proved it
had the songwriting skills to match its stellar live shows,
especially on its People to Paradise EP, released this past
September.
It all starts with music that’s hard to classify. There are
straightforward reggae songs (“Synergistic Effect”), cuts
with hard-rock or ska vibes (“Twenty 9”), and tracks so
good you don’t really care what genre they fall into (“People to Paradise”).
After ﬁve years of toying around with its sound (Nevergreen formed in 2005), the band may be just be hitting
its stride.
“The past year has kicked us into gear, and we’re ready
to go into 2011 with even more energy and momentum,”
says a conﬁdent Passamonte. “The show doesn’t stop
here.”

Mark Boster/Los Angeles Times/MCT
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